Programme Schedule

Thursday, December 7, 2006
10.30 am  Inaugural Ceremony
Screening of Inaugural Film (Previed): Iron is Hot, 60, Magunot and Blue Toppo
2.30 pm - 4.20 pm  Symposium on 'Mining and its effects on tribal livelihood'
Film Screening (Premier): Rajmahal, 21, Hindi, Advaiti K. Varkey
Panelists
Mr. Advinil K. Varkey, Election Theater
Anupam Kher
Mr. Anand Seshadri, Asst. National President, Festival of Indian Films
Mr. S. K. Sinha, Director, JNU Film Society
Dr. Nishat Prithivraj, Director, Department of Environment and Water Management, J.N.U. College, Ranchi University
3.00 pm - 7.00 pm  Screenings
5.00 pm  Indian London: The Killing Fields, 57T, English, Prasoon Singh
6.00 pm  Adhat Ekav Tonson: Who are forests, 52, English, Shreekishwar (Premier)

Painting Competition
8 December 2006
Age Group  Theme
5-9 years  10 am to 11 am  Nature and Me
9-12 years  11 am to 12 noon  Environment: You Want to Work On
13-17 years  11 am to 12 noon  Climate Changes
Instructions
Participants to bring their own drawing and colouring instruments
Drawing Paper will be provided
Decisions of the judges will be final
Award Ceremony on 5-12-2006 at 5 pm

Saturday, December 9, 2006
9.30 am - 11.00 am  Special Screenings for Children
9.30 am  Chasing Butterflies, 24, English, Gurrum Solly, Pushkar Akbar
10.00 am  CBCG, 1, Non-verbal, Debvasan
10.15 am  Janma 22, Hindi, Nandan
10.30 am  Israv 50, Non-verbal, K Sitayi
11.00 am - 1.10 pm  Special Screenings for Children
11.30 am  Victims of Grease Dump, 10, Hindi, Shashi
12.00 pm  The Lullaby, 30, Non-verbal, Shilom
12.30 pm  The Magic of Life, 6, Hindi, O Chum
2.00 pm - 4.30 pm  Screenings
2.00 pm  Development from the Barrel of Gun, 54, English and Hindi, Sivaji Toppo and Meghrath
3.00 pm  Unearthed Hell, 25, English, Sudhir Nal
3.30 pm  Premier: Ro Ito K. Aishahpat Pachyda, 30, Hindi, Manish K. Varkey
4.00 pm - 5.30 pm  Open Forum with Filmmakers
5.00 pm - 6.30 pm  Screenings
5.00 pm  Waterworld Inc: Four Engineers and a Monsoon, 29, English, Aditya Saha
5.25 pm  Boat Calmness: Little England by the Coast, 25, English, Shekar Dorair
5.55 pm  River Taming Monster, 30, English and Hindi, Suresh Banino and Vishal Sabawal
6.30 pm - 8.00 pm  Open Forum with Filmmakers
8.00 pm  Debut: Ka: Boora Bungo, 50, Samarth and Hindi, Shreepal
9.00 pm  The Fight for Survival, 24, English, Ramesh Karkhanas
9.30 pm  The Many Faces of Madness, 19, English, Amar Kanwar
10.00 pm  Operation Gajay, 6, English, Dilshad Kumarrewal
4.00 pm - 5.00 pm  Open Forum with Filmmakers
5.00 pm  Conclusionary Meeting
Living No Trace: Calfdoms in the City, 15, Hindi, English, Payoj and Maryamshah Alniah

The Organisers
CMS is an independent professional forum engaged in research, policy advocacy, advisory services and programme evaluation. CMS endorses accountability, responsiveness and transparency in policy making in public systems and services. Over the past 17 years, CMS has emerged as an inter-disciplinary professional body with a wide range of concerns and capability in areas of communication studies, social research, social policy, environment, public opinion research, training and performance appraisal. CMS initiatives are based on regulatory framework, including the environment, sectoral and media, are well known. CMS is well known for its survey methodologies and field research, both qualitative and quantitative, including large-scale national studies. CMS operates through specialized teams of professionals with multidisciplinary expertise. The team are CMS environment, CMS Social, CMS Communication, CMS Academy and CMS Films.

CMS VATAVARAN film festival is yet another well-known endeavour over the past four years.

www.cmsindia.org
Manthan Yuva Sansthan is a Non-Governmental Registered Voluntary Organisation based in Ranchi, Jharkhand. Since its inception the main thrust has been upon ‘Creation of an environment where people enjoy opportunity for their wholesome development’. The organisation Manthan has been promotion of greater equity and justice in society, ensuring a sustained livelihood and Creation of an opportunity to lead a life of dignity and self-respect. In last five years Manthan has collaborated with, NRI, British High Commission, PAGS-DA Delhi, YSF-UK, FEI India, Chandak, NCSTC, NCAS- Pune and several governmental and non-governmental agencies.
The Department of Forests and Environment, Government of Jharkhand has taken up various schemes to conserve and protect the forests and wildlife; boost social and economic development in rural areas; rehabilitate the degraded and open forests and to bring additional areas under trees to attain the milestone of one third area under forest cover. The first Elephant Reserve of the country was notified in Jharkhand in 2003.
The Vision statement of the Forest & Environment Department of Jharkhand is: “Green Jharkhand, Clean Jharkhand, Rich Jharkhand, Strung Jharkhand.”

Organisers: CMS, New Delhi & Manthan Yuva Sansthan, Ranchi
Supporters: Ministry of Environment and Forest, Government of India; Department of Forests and Environment, Government of Jharkhand and Delhi Film Institute
Media Partner: Nazar TV